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A COLONIAL LIBERALISM BY
STUART MACINTYRE
- A REVIEW
he development of Victoria
in the fifty years from the

sociai institutions.
From a colonial beginning it grew

sents the active purposive intelligence of
the whole community; the Council the
passive immobile force of vested inter
ests.* Higinbotham had many opponents
in his struggle for a liberal Victoria but
none so dour and unwielding as the
Legislative Council.
When public education came to be
addressed Higinbotham was appointed

independent. And Victoria was in the

chairman of the Education Commission.

forefront of the countries of the world as

His assiduity and zeal carried with him

T

time of the uoid Rush to the
time of the Federation of the

States was remarkabie, Victoria
was transformed by the growth in
popuiation, in weaith, and in its

eight to twelve to twenty four pages and
its circulation increased from 40,000 to

100,000 copies. Any politician ignored it
at his peril.

Pearson was both an original and
prophetic thinker. He anticipated many
of the welfare schemes of today, nation

a result of the liberalism and high-mind-

his ten fellow Commissioners. All State

al insurance, social services, and free
education from kindergarten to universi
ty. This was at a time when there were
no social service payments, unemploy
ment payments or old age pensions in

edness that characterised the principals

schools were to be 'secular, compulsory

Australia.

in the legislature of the period.

and free'. Victoria was the first Australian

These men show confidence and

colony to do this and among the first in

hope. This was also shown in the public
buildings they promoted. Parliament
House with its superb legislative cham
bers, the Exhibition Building, the Flinders

'A Colonial Liberalism', sub-titled 'The
Lost

World

of

Three

Victorian

Visionaries' by Stuart hiaclntyre tells the
story of the great liberals of the time.

the world.

George Higinbotham and David Syme

In the great industrial confrontation of
1890 when Chief Justice, his fear of the
'wealthy lower classes' led him to make

dominated the scene. Either associated

his celebrated decision to choose the

with them or in direct aliMMt are Deakin,

side of labour against capital. His letter
of 4th October 1890 goes as follows:
'The Chief Justice presents his com
pliments to the President of the Trades
Hall Council and requests that he will be
so good as to place the enclosed

H B Higgins and Charles Pearson.
Paramount was George Higinbotham:
"The model of a liberal as a man of hon

our, fastidious in rectitude, unswen/ing in
attachment to duty, impervious to
insults* - such is Stuart Maclntyre's pan

cheque of £50 to the credit of the strike

Street station, the suburban Town Halls
and the fine country towns, Castlemaine,
Ballarat and Bendigo. But the nineties
marked the end. It was our worst

depression.
Processions of unemployed and meet
ings of hungry men and women were

common. Very little sympathy or help
was given by the Government of the
day.

egyric. And Geoffrey Serle says "No
man in Australian history, perhaps, has

fund.

been so taken as a model of conduct

compliance with their reasonable
request for a conference with the
employers the Chief Justice will continue

great men. In Victoria populated by peo

for the present to forward a weekly con
tribution of £10 to the same object.

was a predominate aim in this State,
possible in some cases because of the
discovery of gold and opportunities
offered by the State's development. Yet

and so loved and revered'. Such is the
verdict of two historians.

Elected to the Legislative Assembly in
1861 as the member for Brighton,
Higinbotham led the attack on the Upper
House. The Legislative Council was the
bastion of an entrenched elite, what

Higinbotham called the "wealthy lower
orders". The Age observed that the two

houses stood for different and antago
nistic positions. "The Assembly repre

While the United Trades are awaiting

When he later visited the Trades Hall

Council he received a standing ovation.*
Stuart Maclntyre discusses other influ
ential liberals - David Syme and
Pearson. Syme made the Age the most
prominent and influential newspaper in
Australia. The Saturday Age grew from

'A Colonial Liberalism' tells us about

ple motivated by a desire to be rich not
an unusual aim in any community, but it

this environment produced people who
are amongst the most respected in our

history.'A Colonial Liberalism' repays re
reading. It is necessary reading for any
one interested in Victoria's history.

See next page for obituary of Higinbotham
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GEOFFREY BALLARD WRITES A UNIQUE HISTORY
"ON 'ULTRA' ACTIVE SERVICE"

Geoffrey Ballard has written a

history of the Signals
Intelligence; a history that

is unique because it is of an
organisation that is shrouded in

mystery, that shuns publicity yet
is of vital importance.
Signals intelligence, during World War
II was the arm of the military which inter
cepted and interpreted the enemies'
communications. It provided the informa
tion that enabied our people to keep
ahead of the enemy, in this case,
German and Japanese commanders.
Signals intelligence enabled our military
forces to anticipate the German and
Japanese moves.
In this book Geoffrey writes about
those who did the work, the wireiess

operators, technicians, traffic analysts,
cryptographers, translators, intelligence
personnel, these very highly skilled and
capable operators.

The subject of military affairs is an
aspect of life that most of us by-pass.
We think it is a divergence, a distraction
from the main stream. Yet it is a part of
life, an aspect that in the course of a life

fear the consequences of a Hitler or
Japanese Imperialist victory.
The Curtin government came to power
because it was the most effective gov

time demands our participation. At the
time it engrosses us. Any one of us,
iooking back from the age of eighty,
would have been involved in two major

wholehearted support of the population
in Australia's history. It gave total support
to the armed forces in its pursuance of
victory and the Signals Intelligence was
indispensable to the armed forces.
As a result of such intelligence the
Head of US Intelligence declared that
Signal Intelligence had cut two years off

wars on a world scale and half-a-dozen

minor ones such as Korea, Vietnam or

the Gulf War. And that experience would
have been paramount, all-absorbing, at
the time. Persistence of this absorption is
shown by the stoutness and vitality
shown in the organisations of returned
men and ex-soldiers that exist through
out Australia.

I do not think anyone would have any
qualms about the objectives or impor
tance of World War II (whatever doubts
there may be of the causes and results
of World War I). We had good reason to

ernment of the time. It had the most

the war.

According to critics who have read the
book it is a most interesting and enter
taining read.
We feel honoured by Geoffrey Ballard.
He has produced this important history.
He is an active member of the ALP and
also a member of our Branch of the

Labour History Society.

THE AUSTRALASIAN

loarnal.
MELHOURNE, J.\NUARy, 1893^

illustrations. There has been a wide diver

gence of opinions between the erstwhile edi
tor and the Argus proprietary since then; but

intensified.

The death of Chief Justice Higinbotham, the
best friend that Australian labour ever had,

was a sorry wind-up to a thoroughly unsatis
factory year. His outspoken advocacy and
magnificent financial contributions towards the
cause of Unionism during the maritime strike
endeared him in the minds of all true

democrats, whilst adding fresh bitterness to
the feelings entertained of him by the shoddy
and shady colonial aristocracy. For a man
holding the high judictai position occupied so
creditably by him to ally himself with a strug
gling body of working men, fighting for the
maintenance of hardly won principles, dearly
proved that his courage was only equalled by
his conscientiousness. His decease is the

hardest blow as yet administered to Trade
Unionism; for he was one of the very few men
who became more devoted to the cause of

labour as its opponents' persecutions were

undergone in Grub-street. He held the posi
tion of editor upon the Argus for a brief period,
and his contributions to that paper can readily
be discovered by their literary grace and lucid

Typographical Society speak highly of the
active interest taken by the deceased gentle
man in the formation of the library in connec
tion with the Society, and in the establishment

the voice of public opinion up to the present
time has treen almost unanimous in express
ing its approval of the progressive policy of Mr
Higinbotham.
It is a great pity that the learned judge

of the Caxton Fund, of which he was trustee,

should have left instructions behind him as to

in conjunction with Mr David Syme, of the
Age, and Mr F W Haddon, of the Argus. He
presided at several meetings convened for tfte
purpose of obtaining funds for the advance
ment of the literary welfare of the printing pro

the private character of his funeral obsequies,
otherwise there would have been the grandest

Old

members

of

the

Melbourne

fession.

Like a great number of other shining lights
in the forensic world, Mr Higinbotham had

commenced life as a reporter upon a daily
paper (the London Morning Chronicle), and he
was very forxf of alluding to the time when he
was a copy provider for hungry compositors.

He attributed a good deal of his success in
after life to the practical training which he had

demonstration at them that was ever wit

nessed in Australia. There is a general con
sensus of opinion that the tremendous task of
consolidating the Statute Book caused a
strain upon an already overworked brain that
shortened his honourable and estimable

career. Whatever differences of opinion there
may exist as to his virtues and convictions,
there is little doubt but what future historians

will agree with tfre working man of the present
day in thinking that the whitest man in Victoria
up to date was brave George Higinlxitham.
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Labor Party Factions in Victoria since the 1940's
A Very Brief Outline

by Robert Corcoran, 1991,author of a recent publication'A Student's Dictionary of Political Terms'

1940's
There have always been fac
tions" is broadly true. It was
true of the early 1940's, but

tudes swung about. Over time, the
majority of ALP members and unionists
gradually tended towards opposition to
the Movement power structure.
Federal intervention in the affairs of

Canberra.

1970-Federal
Intervention

they were much less structured

the Victorian ALP took place in 1954-55,

ana organised than they have
become In more recent years.

and Movement activities within the ALP

The failure of the Victorian branch of

were condemned. Subsequently, its sup

the ALP to attract sufficient votes in

porters split off from the ALP and formed

Parliamentary elections was a worry to

The experience of the Depression of

the "Labor Party (Anti-Communist)",

the Federal ALP leaders and finally

the 1930's and the wartime ailiance with
the Soviet Union had boosted commu

soon to be renamed the Democratic

resulted in another Federal intervention.

Labor Party.

It occurred in 1970.

nism to its highest level of popularity in
Australia, it is not surprising that this
resulted in a strong left-wing group within

A group, mainly representatives of left-

The result was the establishment of a

wing unbns, known as the Trade Unions
Defence Committee or the "TUDC" (the
forerunner of the Socialist Left faction)
gained control of the ALP in Victoria after
Federal intenrention in 1955. It ruled very
firmly and gave few opportunities to
those who were outside its own group.

type of proportional representation in the
distribution of power within the Labor
Party in Victoria. It was an arrangement
that recognised the existence and signifi

the ALP.

Another powerful group consisted of
long-standing Labor people who were
Catholics., some of them under the influ

ence of John Wren. This group should
not be confused

with the secret

Ivlovement founded by 6A Santamaria in
the early 1940's.
There was also a less well-organised
group of unions and ALP members who
sometimes acted with a degree of collab

1960'$

1950'$

the Santamaria "Movement'and its trade

union arm, the Industrial Groups.
The Movement gained control of
Victorian State Conferences and the

organisational structure of the Victorian
branch. It was less successful in the

Parliamentary party nor did it win the
support of a majority of rank-and-fiie
branch members.

The Movement was strongly, but

unsuccessfully opposed by left-wing
unions, and by some ALP branch mem
bers, including a minority of Catholic ALP
members.

Many Lat)or Party members and some
unions

were

unclear

about

the

Movement and its activities and their atti

Socialist Left, Labor Unity, and the
Independents.

1970's to 1990's

bers, in Victoria and interstate, who

The factions gradually became more
organised, and their existence and
names gradually became more widely
known to ALP members and to the gen
eral public. The names have continued,
unchanged, into the 1990's.
Although always intensely competitive,
the factions have gradually tended
towards greater co-operation and discus
sion with one another so that disputes

Victoria but also in Federal elections.

The early years of the 1950's were
notable for the rise to great influence of

The factional groupings that emerged
from the 1970 intervention included the

During the 1960's there was a growing
restlessness among many ALP mem
believed that the ruling faction in Victoria
had become too rigid and was spoiling
Labor's electoral chances not only in

oration.

cance of factions within the ALP.

A small new group evolved in Victoria,
known at first as the Participants and
later as the Independents. Its members
worked vigorously to gain support for
change in Victoria.
There was also a loosely-knit organi
sation, grouped around trade unions that
were not part of the dominating faction. It
was the forerunner of the "Labor Unity'
Group.
Although no longer directly influential
in the affairs of the Labor Party, the
Santamaria Movement had an indirect

effect by directing its resources against
the ALP throughout the 1960's. The pref
erence votes of its political wing, the
Democratic Labor Party, were decisive in
keeping a succession of conservative
governments in power in Victoria and

between them, have often, but not

always, been resolved with a minimum of
public argument.
Arising from a greater awareness of
the activities and power of the factions,
some Labor Party members, in the
1990's, are questioning the role of these
groups and expressing concern at the

apparent impotence of rank-and-fiie
Branch members.

Despite these growing concerns, resis
tance to any major changes has
remained strong into the early 1990's.
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TWO VIEWS ON THE
1989-90 PILOTS STRIKE
The dispute between the

Australian Federation of Air
Pilots and the four domestic
airlines was an unusual and cost

ly one for all concerned as the
opponents underestimated the
determination of the other to win.

The View of Jack Hutson
In early 1989 the Federation began to

prepare for a campaign to increase the
salaries of its members, for the commit
ment in their award not to make any fur
ther claims expired in June 1989.

In February 1989 the members held a
24-hour stoppage where they voted to
support the recommendations of the
Executive for the campaign. They were
warned that it was likely to be a long one,

and advised ways of finding other work.
On 26 July the Federation made its
claim on Ansett Transport Industries,
Australian Airlines, East-West Airlines

and Ipec Aviation. That included a daim
for a salary Increase of 29.47%, made up

on the Federation and 67 of its members

for damages totalling $10 million.
The Federation responded by getting
all of its 1647 members to resign from the
Federation. That was to escape the dam
ages claim as it could have meant the

seizure of all personal assets, including a
house, to pay for damages. The pilots
then voted to go on strike.
The airline responded by taking action

against the Federation and six of its offi
cials in the Supreme Court of Victoria for
damages totalling $6.5 million. The judge
said that they had conspired to injure the
trade of the airlines during the six days

that flights had been limited to between
9am and Spm. So the airlines were there

The second way was to authorise
Qantas and overseas airlines to carry

fore entitled to damages which would be
fixed at a later hearing. At that, the judge
awarded the $6.5 million claimed by the
airlines. (Incidentally, in his judgement,
he made clear that there was no legal
right to strike in Australia.)
However, the airlines said that they
would not be recovering damages from
the officials. Apparently they had

passengers interstate, which previously

responded to the appeal from the Prime
Minister Hawke that he did not want dam

period of wage restraint of the Accords,

ages recovered from people no matter
how stupidly they had acted. (He proba
bly saw the danger of making martyrs of

The Federation said that such an

increase was justified because the
salaries of its members should be com

parable with those of airline and business
executives which were fixed by the mar

ket and not by the Accord, and so had
increased substantially.

The Federation had planned to negoti

individuals, which would not have gone
down well with the public and the trade
unions.)

After the pibts went on strike, the air
lines began to recruK pilots in Australia
and from overseas to enable them to pro
vide a skeleton service. Those pilots

ate its claim directly with the airlines

were employed under individual con

away from the wage fixing principles of

tracts with conditions laid down by the
airlines. Later those pilots formed their
own associations in each airline to repre

the Industrial Relations Commission. But

when it opened negotiations with the air

strike a national emergency, and the
Government greatly assisted the airlines
in various ways regardless of the cost to
the economy and the taxpayer.
The Government provided strike break
ers in four ways. The first was to autho
rise the RAAF to provide charter flights
on domestic routes using Hercules air
craft. That lasted for three months up to
15 December 1989, and the flights car

ried 152,000 passengers. The airlines
had to pay for that, but it turned out later
that they got a 75% discount on the cost.

of 21% for the loss incurred during the

plus 8.47% for the coming 12 months.

and insulting remarks such as 'pilots are
glorified bus drivers'. He declared the

lines, they rejected the claim.
The Federation responded by instruct

sent them.

ing its members to fly only between the
hours of 9am and Spm. The airlines
responded on 23 August by serving writs

in the dispute in a big way. Prime
Minister Hawke made winning a personal
matter, making a number of inflammatory

The Australian Government intervened

was forbidden.

The third way was to authorise the air
lines to charter aircraft with crews from
overseas airlines.

The fourth was to authorise the recruit

ing of pilots from overseas and giving
them a qubk transit through immigration.
For a period the Government waived
all the airport and navigation charges
usually paid by the airlines. It also agreed
to reimburse them for the cost of not

standing down the total groundstaff of
21,000 because the ACTU had said that
It would not agree to those stand downs.
The Government also agreed to reim
burse the airlines for those of the 3,200

flight attendants who agreed to remain
on roster Instead of being stood down.
It was estimated that the total cost of
the assistance to the airlines was at least

$100 million.
The tourist and hotel Industries were

badly hit by the big reduction in flights
caused by the strike, so the Government
allocated $30 millbn for a revival plan for
those Industries.

The Industrial Relations Commission
was Involved In the strike for the airlines

reported that to It on 21 August 1989. At
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The View of Jack Hutson, continued
a hearing of the matter the Federation
refused to drop Its workbans and to com

ply with the wage fixing principle of the
IRC. It then cancelled the awards of the

pilots.

ment powers by a Labor Government to
break a strike could set a dangerous
precedent for a non-Latx>r Government
in the future to do the same thing. And It
could virtuously claim that in the public

new awards for commercial air pilots

Interest it was doing nothing more than a
Labor Government did In the pilots'

based on the individual contracts under

strike.

which the airlines employed them.
On 22 January 1990 Ansett and
Australian Airlines claimed that they
could provide 80% of the normal prestrlke flights. Allowing for some exagger-

The cost to the economy caused by
the strike in a number of ways was esti

atbn It was clear that the Federation had

cost about $50 million.

On 13 October the IRC ratified four

mated to be at least $1 billion. A com

mentator pointed out that if the pilots had
been given their Increase It would have

been unable to stop the operation of the

Both Ansett and Australian Airlines

airlines. It had conceded that and In

reported heavy losses In their annual
financial reports because of the strike.
Qantas, although not involved In the
strike, also reported a heavy loss in Its

effect abandoned Its original claim, when
on 3 February 1990 it applied to be made
party to the four new pilots' awards.
The airlines opposed the application,
but Deputy President Professor Hancock
was prepared to grant It If the Federation
complied with certain conditions, which
Included the removal of all workbans and

compliance with the wage fixing princi
ples of the IRC. The Federation agreed
to the conditions, but Professor Hancock

put It on probation for seven weeks to
see If It had compiled. At the end of that
time he was satisfied that It had, so he
made It party to the awards.
The ACTU was not directly involved In
the strike because the Federation was

not an affiliate. But It was unhappy about
the salary claim seeing It as a threat to
the Accord and the centralised system of
wage fixation.
At the September 1989 Congress, the
Federation was strongly altblsed by the
Secretary, Bill Kelty, who said that It had
declared war on the Accord and the ordi

nary worker. A resolution, carried with
only a few against, endorsed the criticism
and handling of the matter by the ACTU

enabled them to spilt Ansett and
Australian Airlines making It easier to win
their claim.
All those factors created an adverse

climate detrimental enough to prevent
the pilots from winning their claim.
However, It must be said In view of

later developments that they were dead
unlucky In the timing of their claim. Up to
ACTU were stoutly supporting the cen
tralised system, but In April 1991 they

tage.

One factor was the Impending deregu
lation of the airlines In August 1991. They
had been preparing for that, so the pilots'
strike played Into their hands as it
enabled them to restructure the work of

pilots on the terms of the airlines without
the Federation having any say In It.
Another factor was that Ansett was co-

owned by Sir Peter Abeles, head of TNT,
and Rupert Murdoch, head of Newspaper
Ck}rporatlon. They were formidable oppo
nents with enough resources to ride out a
long strike.
Another factor was the strong commit
ment of the Hawke Government to the

movement. Even before the Congress no
affiliate had given support to the pilots.
However, the shocking use of govern

not affect Hawke's feelings about it.
Another factor was the strong unity of
the airlines. That had not occurred in pre
vious strikes of the pilots, and had

the end of 1990 the Government and the

preservation of the Accord and the cen
tralised wage fixing system. It was not
prepared to have a maverick outside of
that doing Its own thing.
Another factor was the close friendship
for 20 years between Bob Hawke and Sir
Peter, as shown by Hawke selecting him

The resolution showed the Isolation of

his relationship with Sir Peter Influenced
the Government's decisions on the pilots'
strike, but it Is hard to believe that It did

The question Is just why did the pilots
fall to win their claim? When making the
decision to make it they were confident
that they would be successful as they
had been In the past by stopping the
operations of the airlines. Unfortunately
for them times had changed, and new
factors appeared which were not present
before and operated to their disadvan

officials, but condemned the use of the

the Federation from the trade union

Prime Minlstershlp with Paul Keating on
25 November 1988. Hawke denied that

report.

common law and the RAAF against the
Federation.

as a witness In the secret deal over the

both turned a somersault when the IRC

rejected the ACTU application for wage
Increases according the Accord VI agree
ment. In fact, they were so furious that
they declared they were going to aban
don the system. The ACTU said that Its
affiliates were going to obtain the
Increases anyway by over-award bar
gaining with employers at an enterprise
level. That climate would have been

favourable for the pilots to have made
their claim as that was just what they
wanted to do. So how unlucky could you
bel

At the time of writing the Federation
and the airlines were boxing on In other
matters.

The Federation had mounted a chal

lenge In the Federal Court to the regula
tions of the Migration Act, which allowed
overseas pilots In quickly, as being
invalid for they were made secretly.
The four airlines had applied to the IRC
under Section 110 of the Act for an

agreement between them for sole cover

age of pilots employed by them to be
given to the Australian Transport Officers
Federation.
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THE

THE VIEW OF DICK

TOLPUDDLE

CURLEWIS
The Pilots Dispute

John Pllger, In his book Secret
Country, wrote about graft

and corruption In Australia

today. He mentions various pow
erful Individuals. These same

Individuals - Sir Peter Abeles,

Rupert Murdoch, Bob Hawke all
were Involved In the conspiracy
to smash the Australian
Federation of Air Pilots.
One little known fact needs to be thor

oughly digested by those in the trade
union movement today • August 1989
Abeles, Kelty (ACTU boss) and
Government representatives met and
decided that the Pilots' Federation had to

be exciuded from the Australian airways
industry. How can the trade union move
ment accept the fact that the ACTU
encouraged and supported the most draconian and abhorrent tactics ever used

against a group of citizens in our 'free
country'. Only the Builders Labourers'
Federation has suffered a similar fate.

Yet the union movement cooperates and
is part of the ACTU campaign of forced
amalgamation and restructuring of our
movement.

There were two stumbling blocks In the
minds of most ordinary workers atxiut the
Pilots' dispute - the wage ciaim of

MARTYRS

But the Federation had ignored the
ACTU guidelines which were still being
drawn up. This is why Kelty worked
against them. The companies refused to
negotiate. The Federation began a 9-5
campaign. On 23 August the Companies
were preparing stand downs and sacking
notices for the Pilots and serving unspec
ified writs against others. Individuai con
tracts were produced (just like the trammies last January 1st). Except for a
handful of pilots the rest decided demo
cratically to resign, rather than face the
heavy fines to be imposed. So like the
tram workers the pilots found themselves
locked out. The contracts were so bad

that (except for a few), notxidy could face
breaking ranks.
So it became obvious Abeles and the

bosses wanted a union free industry in
the run up to deregulation in November
1990. This is surely significant today.
This became the most expensive indus
trial dispute in Australia's history.
The right to belong to a union and the
right to freely negotiate with ones' own
employer were to be forfeited - as the
ACTU, Hawke and his mate Abeies saw
Remember Hawke used the RAAF to

29.47% increase and the fact that the

pilots resigned their jobs at the beginning

To write this article I was able to use a

Officers 21% behind - with the 7% CPI

ten page article which was based on a
talk given by my very angry pilot friend.
He summed up the position - though
betrayed by the top union leaderships in
Australia - thus forcing the Federation to
back down in an attempt to get back into
the system - "if the Federation appears
crushed there's stili a helluva lot of fight

drop - the 29.47% was submitted for

left in us".

It must be remembered that the

Federation had no negotiation with
Australian Airlines since 1985 because of

the problems in the company with new
planes.
Captains had slipped 23% and First

negotiation with the Company in June
like it had been in other years.

Arrowsmith

(PresidentAustralian Society
for the study of
Labour
History,
Melbourne) at a
seminar arranged
by the Australian
Centre (University
of Melbourne) held
on September 15th,
1990.

For copies please

it.

strikebreak - used the immigration laws
to brings scabs from America - they are
still flying planes in Australia today thanks to Keity and his mates.

of the dispute.
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